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It is recommended that adult supervision be provided at all times when using any moveable surface. 

* Helmets are recommended when using any ride on toys.

Boat SwIng
This Beautifully crafted, heirloom quality swing could easily 
become a favorite memory of childhood for your children 
and grandchildren. Also a perfect, non-threatening way to 
introduce and provide ongoing vestibular input to little 
sailors. Child can sit out “on deck” or stay below and 
be more secure. Support straps are approximately 
42 inches long and boat is 12 inches deep. Sturdy 
aluminum frame is upholstered in padded, long 
wearing polyester with nylon sail and mesh 
portholes.   Q9870   

aIr CuBe
Giant cube, 4 ft. on all sides, looks like it 
should weigh a ton but in actuality it’s as 
light as a feather! Use hairdryer for 2 min-
utes to fill completely. Similar to a balloon, 
the Air Cube will float in the air with gentle 
taps and hits keeping it afloat and changing 
its direction. Great cardio and whole body 
workout for individual or group play. Du-
rable. Includes draw string storage pouch. 

 Q5300 

DIzzy DISC Jr.
A great new adjustable spinning 
and balancing ride on toy. Provides 
lots of vestibular/movement input in 
a small space. Large 16” textured 
top surface can easily be adjusted 
to change angle of slope to match 
level of skill. The wide 18” base pro-
vides maximum stability and a built 
in carry handle. Try sitting, kneeling, 
lying down. Maximum weight is 150 
pounds. No assembly is required. 
(Adult supervision, caution and com-
mon sense is recommended when 
using this and any moveable sur-
face.)                t4722    
 

rotatIng 
BoarD overlay
Unique adaptation to a classic 
piece of vestibular equipment.  
This 32”x 16”x ¼” board slides easily over 
and secures to the top platform of a Dizzy 
Disc® giving you a long, rectangular rotating board. This allows 
larger users in sitting and prone position as well as the use of side 
lying position for many children. Additionally, the elongated top 
helps physically support those with low muscle tone and/or other 
motor difficulties.  Light weight with cutout handles for easy travel 
from school to school or house to house.  Q4725   

CHIlly SwIng
A wonderfully secure space for swinging in the 
breeze or just hanging out. Swing with feet up 
or feet out! Comes fully assembled and ready to 
go with detachable pillow back and hanging clip. 
Made from water and weatherproof cordura. Holds 
200 kg/400 lbs. Enclosed yet see through sides 

help reduce gravitational insecurity.    
                                          Q5622 Discontinued 

Soft gym 7 pC Set
A terrifically versatile set of gross motor equipment for the 
clinic, classroom or playroom. Can be continually re-config-
ured to challenge the child as they grow and develop.  Use 
all the pieces together or divide them up for even greater 
versatility and value.  Durable, high-density foam with a 
wipe clean surface.  Mat is 4`x2` and wedge is 2` long, 2` 
wide and 1` high.  You receive 2 mats, 2 wedges, 2 bridg-
es and 1 balance log.  Holds 88lbs.  Mats are perfect for 
babies and toddlers but when using the other pieces, chil-
dren should be 4+ years of age.  Roll, climb, tumble, bal-
ance, you can do it all with this amazingly adaptable set! 
Use on mat or othersoft surface.     Q5043           
          additional shipping:  
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SteppIng 
BuCketS  
Wow, these 
buckets on a 
rope will add 
an amazing 
amount of gross motor 
versatility to your sessions. The wide, stable, 
tactile surface and bright primary colors of the 
sturdy plastic draws immediate interactions 
from young and old. They step, jump, bend, 
walk sideways and backwards starting with 
buckets close together and progressing un-
til connecting ropes are fully extended. Turn 
some over to act as “pick up” and “put in” con-
tainers during stepping tasks or as part of an 
obstacle course. A  stable 12 inches wide at 

the base, they are ap-
proximately 16 inches 
high when stacked 
together.  

Q2192   

SteppIng 
logS
Watch balance skills 
improve after a few 
trips around these 
balance logs on a 
rope!  Begin by or-
ganizing logs in a 
bumper to bumper 

straight line.  As balance and confidence im-
prove, move on to more curved and open ar-
rangements.  Connecting rope makes them 
easy to move while raised surface provides 
traction and tactile stimulation.  A “stack up” 
and take any-
where bal-
ance beam.
Q0002   

alpHaBet Bean BagS
Made from soft cuddly bright yellow felt 
these 26 little bean bags are perfectly 
sized for little hands. Embroidered with 
upper case letters on one side and lower 
case on other side. Consonants are blue 
and vowels are red. Comes in easy store 
draw string bag with a tip sheet of activi-

ties. Great for hiding, spelling, playing pick up with snatcher or 
other tool and you  Will discover about 1,000 other uses.

Q6073B   

CrItter Bean Bag Set
Colorful, 12 piece set of bean bag 
critters. The 6 lady bugs count 1-
6 and the 6 frogs are a great size 
for throw and catch. A motivating, 
friendly addition to you bean bag 

collection.  Q1732  

faCe fly BeanBagS
These flying beanbags are made from bright-
ly colored durable nylon scarves. Little hands 
can readily grasp and throw the lightweight 
bean bag “head” or the flowing tails. Throw 
for distance, aim at a target, spin one, spin 
two, pass them in circle, play catch with a partner or by 
yourself, juggle, etc. Endless play possibilities with this set 
of 6 in 6 different colors.                  Q5031    

Bungee Jumper
Kids love jumping up and down on this 
soft foam pogo bouncer! Simply pull 
up on the padded handle attached to 
the resistive tubing.This helps to keep 
you stable and puts that extra zing 
in very jump. Works great indoors or 
out, providing a bilateral,  whole body 
workout for everyone. Supports up to 
200 lbs, so get 2 and do the Bungee 
Jump with your kids! 
                       Q1658   Discontinued

monSter 
ClomperS
Step and stomp-do the Monster Clomp! Step up 
on the oversized foam monster feet, pull up on the 
sturdy padded rope handles and walk like a giant! 

Use indoors or out to work on motor planning, 
bilateral coordination and balance. Feet are 
only 2 inches high and so provide a non-threat-
ening successful play experience.
               Q5001  Discontinued
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wavy taCtIle patH
It’s pretty and curvy and wavy and bumpy and kids 
cannot resist walking on it. Built to fit the arch of the 
foot while still challenging balance front to back and 
side to side. The 8 segments can be set up to create a 
wide variety of path shapes, increasing or decreasing 
balance demand, as needed. Can also be integrated 
with Rainbow River Stones using special connector 
pieces. Path segments are stackable so loading into 
included travel bag is easy. A truly wonderful piece 
of equipment!    Q5751   

ConneCtor
You get 6 hard rubber connectors. Each 
Rainbow River Stone requires 3 connectors 
to keep its balance when linked to the Wavy 
Tactile Path.   Q1731   

raInBow rIver Stone
Colorful, highly versatile piece of 
equipment for home, school and 
clinic. You get 6 stones in 3 sizes. 
Use them individually or stack 2 
or 3 together to create a wider 
variety of heights. By rotating the 
stacked pieces you can also cre-

ate stone tops that are flat or angled increasing 
or decreasing the balance challenge as needed. 
Step, jump, balance, stoop. The kids will love this piece of equip-
ment! Comes with carry bag for ease of transport. Holds up to 80 
Kg.      Q5753   

fortamaJIg
Many children are overwhelmed and disorganized 
by large spaces.  They feel calmer, safer,  more or-
ganized and in greater control in a contained space.  
Create that space anywhere (home, classroom, clin-
ic) and in no time with the Fortamajig!  Large rect-
angle of rip stop nylon with 2 door flaps, a window, 
adjustable outer loops and 9 inner loops helping you 
build forts, tunnels, teepees, tents, a rocket ship or 
maybe a quiet place for homework, reading or sim-
ply resting.  Inside or outside, attach loops to chairs, 
hand rails, door knobs, bed frames, tree branches, 
fences, deck rails, etc.  Fully washable, the Fort-
amajig stores and travels in handy take-along bag.  
Kids will love and work hard creating their own pri-
vate spaces.  Motor planning skills, coordination and 
creativity are facilitated while calming and greater 
attending and cooperation may result.  It worked for 
Spencer, it just might work for your student.  And 
besides, it’s just plain fun!  Dads will love it too!   
                                               Q6155  Discontinued 

monSter 
ClomperS

sturdy padded rope handles and walk like a giant! 
Use indoors or out to work on motor planning, 

only 2 inches high and so provide a non-threat
ening successful play experience.
          Q5001   $14.95

motor SkIllS
BaSIC BalanCe Set
Terrific 16 pc. set of bricks, beams 
and poles provide fun and innova-
tive platform for improving motor 
skills. Can be configured in many 
ways for focus on balance, jump-
ing, crawling etc. Watch motor 
planning skills improve as children 
build their own constructions for 
play. Durable, versatile set with 
enough pieces to be functional 
but not 

enough to overwhelm. You’ll be us-
ing this set for years whether in a pre-
school class, day care, therapy clinic or 
home setting.  Q5051   

pop fly
Powerful piece of equipment for improving arm 
strength, aim, and throwing and catching skills. Hit one 
of the 2 large paddles with your bean bag and POW!...
a ball comes popping out ready for you or someone 
else to catch.  (The harder the throw, the higher the 
pop fly.) Play inside or out with 1-4 players.     

Q1877 
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walkIng SeeSaw  
This curved piece of wood is a great 
rocker/balance board for anyone 
up to 150 lbs. The flat platform with 
edges helps keep the feet in place. 
One 10 year old client said, “It feels 
like I’m riding a skateboard!” A great 
way to work on balance and weight 
shifting skills. Q 3686  Discontinued

SpIn arounD
Classic toy provides fun vestibu-
lar play while building hand and 
arm strength. A must have for 
every clinic, preschool program 
and home with young children.  

 e8316  

laByrIntH 
BalanCe BoarD  
Classic all wood, beautifully crafted 
balance board with a twist. First master 
basic balance challenges then try us-
ing those core, whole body responses, 
to direct the balls through the maze. 
Comes with 3 wooden balls and holds 
250+ pounds, so perfect for adults as 
well as children.  
            Q0303  Discontinued   

large rollerBoarD
Large, round, 25 inch diameter scooter 
board. Perfect for larger children or 2 
children at one time. Holds up to 175 lbs. 
Durable, attractive design with hole at 
edge to attach included pull strap.

              Q1048   

SteppIng DomeS
You get 36 durable plastic domes 
in 6 colors. If you are lucky you will 
get to keep them all but if budgets 
are tight, share with a friend or two. 
Work on balance, coordination and 
motor planning as kids step from 
one dome to another, jump over, or 
even scooter board around them. 
The uses are endless and they 
stack on included pole with carry 
handle.         Q1738  Discontinued 

BloCk BalanCIng gameS
Another Get Up and Go Game collection 
of 10 activities centered around a bunch 
of large colorful foam shapes. Players 
match, stack, and relay race following the 
prompt on the shape cards but physical 
and mental fitness is the ultimate goal. 
These activity-based games are perfect 
at home or in the classroom and are cer-
tain to engage body, mind and giggles, 
no batteries required!        
            Q1782   

StaCkIng SanDwICH game
This Get Up and Go Game is really a 
collection of 10 action packed activities 
all centered around large foam sand-
wich making ingredients. Pattern cards 
show you which ingredients and in what 
order the food needs to be placed on 
the bread. Can you remember the cor-
rect order and where to find them all? 
These activity based games encourage 
movement while improving memory and 
matching. So everybody up, let’s go find 
some lettuce!          Q1778  Discontinued 

! CHokIng HazarD Small parts. not for under 3.
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BaBy trampolIne
A small, 28” dia., fun but safe 
trampoline for 2-4 year olds or 
children up to 50 lbs. The canvas 
is tensioned so that even very 
small children will experience a 
spring effect when normally they 
are too light. Rubber cover offers 
protection from the metal frame 
and both large hand holds are 
foam covered for added protection.  

Q5028   

mono trampolIne
Constructed for rugged use, this is 
one of the safest trampolines avail-
able! High yellow padding around 
the edge and fully padded handle 
provide superior protection for chil-
dren as they jump. Welded steel con-
struction supports a reinforced 41” 
dia. bed suspended on steel springs. 
Holds up to 130 lbs. Perfect piece of 
equipment for use in day care, clinic, 
classroom and home settings.   
   Q5025  

tHe “BIg reD” top
The large, 32” dia. and pointy end makes 
this a versatile piece of equipment for 
balance, vestibular and whole body work. 
Large enough for 1-2 children, watch them 
get it rocking, spinning and balancing. Use 
in the pool or upside down as a fort. Strong 
plastic construction for indoor or outdoor 
use.  Outer edge protects heads and 
hands while raised spots along the edge 
prevent children from getting their arms 
and fingers caught. A fun way to develop 
physical coordination skills.

Q5029    

JunIor trampolIne
Suitable for both indoor and outdoor 
use, this trampoline has a tough 
weatherproof mat and tubular steel 
frame. The approximately 3’x3’ bed 
has a padded cover to cushion the 
frame and prevent stepping through 
the bungee cord. Padded handle 
screws off and legs fold down for 
easy under bed storage. Holds up 
to 77lbs. Some assembly required.      

Q6805   

rotator

A great piece of equipment for provid-
ing vestibular input and balance train-
ing.  Slightly oblong 20x18x5” spinning 
disc has a slight wobble for increased 
input and is perfect for lying, sitting 
or standing.  Designed for younger 
children The Rotator will safely hold 
150 lbs.  Durably constructed with 
two molded carry handles for easy 
transport. t4730  

rIverStoneS
Inspired by the stepping stones found 
naturally in brooks and streams, each 
side of these textured triangles vary in 
steepness. Highly textured for better 
traction and the rubber studs on the bot-
tom prevent slipping. Use indoor or out 
to get kids moving. Have children travel 
around the room jumping or “giant step-
ping” from one stone to another without 
touching the floor. Use them in obstacle 
courses or build auditory memory as 
players must step on stones in the color 
sequence given. Three large and three 
small stones in six colors per set.  
   Q5027   

! CHokIng HazarD Small parts. not for under 3.
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gym roll
A fun, versatile piece of therapy 
equipment.  Inflates like a therapy 
ball but is more stable. Has the 
long cylindrical shape of a ther-
apy roll, but is bouncier. Perfect 
size and shape on which to roll, 
bounce, lie, sit and straddle.  
Use to facilitate bal-
ance, and provide 
proprioceptive and 
vestibular impact. 
Large, 40cm x 80cm 
Q4735   Discontinued  

BounCerS
A classic childhood toy built sturdy enough for use in 
therapy. Strong, vinyl therapy ball with large, easy to 
hold, one piece molded.Handle provides added sta-
bility and balance for the child being encouraged to 
sit on ball and hop independently. Great for postural 
control, vestibular and proprioceptive input. Can also 
suspend ball from the handle.   
  Q1118 Confetti   3yr+ 
  Q1122  red        6yr+  
  Q1126  Blue       9yr+  

aIr CuSHIon:
  BIg Blue
This large 22 inch air 
cushion, or as we call it, 
“Big Blue”, is studded with 
bumps on one side and is 
more gently textured on the 
other side. Use it on the floor 
in sitting, kneeling or stand-

ing to challenge trunk and leg muscles and improve 
balance. Two children at the same time will have loads of 
fun trying to stay on their feet as they march around. And, it 
is a favorite spot for cushiony, wobbly, tactile exploration by 
infants and toddlers.     Q6676  

maSSage Ball
A great therapy ball with 
a great bumpy surface! 
Whether the kids roll on it 
or it rolls on them, the high-
ly textured surface provides 
continuous tactile input. 
This helps to increase at-
tending and alerting behav-
iors while facilitating motor 

responses. Great addition to a therapy clinic or 
home therapy room.

Q1032  75 cm/29.5 in.  
! CHokIng HazarD Small parts/plug. not for under 3.

! CHokIng HazarD Small parts/plug. not for under 3.

aIr pump
Fast, dual-action 

air pump.  Comes with 2 attachments, 
one cone shaped for inflatables with a 
removable plug and one a needle at-
tachment for inflating/deflating products 
that require a needle/pin type device.                 
Q5760  

! CHokIng HazarD Small parts. not for under 3.

! CHokIng HazarD Small parts/plug. not for under 3.
! CHokIng HazarD Small parts/plug. not for under 3.

fun tuBe: See tHru tunnel
Terrific play tunnel made of a durable, fine nylon mesh so it is fully see 
through. At 6 ft. long and 19” wide it is the perfect first tunnel. Reluctant 
toddlers and young children are comforted by being able to see and inter-
act with care givers even while they are in the tunnel. Sturdy spring steel 
construction with fully padded interior for fun and safety. Fully collapsible 
with velcro snaps  for easy storage.        Q8937   
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Ball valve tool
Hey, no more broken finger-
nails trying to pry loose a 
stopper from a therapy ball or 
seat cushion that needs re-
inflating. This great little tool 
just scoops them right out.   
 Q1000  

tHerapy 
peanutS
Looks like 2 balls welded together with a 
small valley where they meet. Provides 
all the fun and bounce of a ball with 
greater stability. Sit or straddle, lay on 
stomach or back- a very versatile piece 
of equipment. Less threatening for the 
young child or those who are posturally 
or gravitationally insecure. Safer for in 
home or independent use by a child. La-
tex free and burst resistant. 
 Q1140  yellow 40cm   
              Q1155   red     50cm  

SIt ‘n gym: Balls with feet
Same high quality latex free vinyl as the regular therapy balls, 
but these come with 3 little feet. The feet are a real asset 
when balls are used as chairs in the classroom or at home for 
homework. They do not interfere with the postural benefits or 
increased attention span derived from sitting on a ball, but 
they keep the ball where it is placed. No more balls rolling 
around the classroom, so less chance they will be thrown. 
Balls with feet are really neat!
Q1214 Confetti 14”   Q1222  red  22”
Q1218 yellow    18”  Q1226  Blue 26” 

tHerapy BallS
It is hard to outfit a therapy room or clinic 
without a couple of therapy balls, so for our 
customers convenience we are now stock-
ing the original yellow, orange and green 
therapy balls, to which we have all become 
accustomed. Additionally, we are introduc-
ing the pink ball, which is the smallest ther-
apy ball available. Balls are perfect tools for 
working on balance, strengthening, proxi-

mal stability, as well as for providing controlled vestibular and proprioceptive input. 
Contains no latex. Approximate sizes.
 Q1012 pink 12”         Q1020 orange 20”    
   Q1016 yellow 16”  Q1026  green  26” 

“kIDS on tHe Ball”
A terrific resource for therapists and others 
using Swiss therapy balls to help develop 
balance, coordination and fitness. The 
213-page book is divided into 3 parts: Part 
one reviews the foundational information 
of why, how, size, inflation levels and safe-
ty precautions. Part 2 focuses on activities 
developing skills of balance, coordination, 
rhythm/dance, flexibility, muscle strength 
and fitness. Part 3 addresses curriculum 
development, integrating balls into a regu-
lar classroom environment, lesson plans, 
assessments and record keeping forms.  
          X1003   Discontinued  

faSter BlaSter
HanD aIr pump
This wonderfully transport-
able hand pump inflates your 
therapy balls on both the 
push and the pull- so you’re 

done twice as fast. The 
easy to use, 11 inch 

long, plastic pump is 
perfect when chil-

dren want to help. 
Provides a good 
upper extremity 

workout.   
    Q1005  

Super 
enormouS 
tunnel

SoftmeDS
These small, sand 
filled weighted 
balls are perfectly sized for the smaller 
hands of women and children. They look 
and feel great in your hands and kids just 
seem to love carrying them around. Use 
for strength training and increasing sen-
sory awareness. 
 Q6401  yellow 1.1lbs  
 Q6403  red 3.3lbs       

! CHokIng HazarD Small parts/plug. not for under 3.

! CHokIng HazarD Small parts/plug. not for under 3.

! CHokIng HazarD Small parts/plug. not for under 3.

With a 28 inch diameter 
this is the ultimate tunnel. Designed 

for the “Big Kids” or even adults, this 6 foot 
long tunnel has a padded interior for greater com-

fort and can be joined with other Super E Tunnels. 
Due to large open feel even reluctant tunnel crawl-
ers are more cooperative. Can also try using as a 
quiet, calm down space. Folds flat for storage. 

Q5680   
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large paraCHute
A must have piece of whole body exercise 
equipment for all preschool, special education 
classes, daycare centers, after school pro-
grams and therapy clinics. Also a great addition 
to any birthday party or family picnic. Made from 
colorful lightweight polyester with 8 reinforced 
handles. Rope sewn into outer edge makes 
grasping the 12” diameter chute by more then 8 
players very easy.             Q5026   

tote all- 
wItH Store more apron  
Getting all your stuff from here to there just got 
a whole lot easier!  Larger, deluxe edition of our 
folding crate on wheels, now holds up to 200 lbs 
and features an attached elastic cord.  Best of all, 
it comes with a washable nylon “apron” that fits 
inside the totes loading area adding four outside 
pockets.  This increases carrying capacity and 
helps keep your materials organized.  Pull up the 
2 attached nylon handles  and the “apron”, when 

needed, becomes a carry bag.  A 
must have for every busy mom, 

teacher and therapist! 
                                            Q3514  Discontinued 

turtle 
SkooterS   

With this 12” x 12” heavy duty plastic scooter board you get 2 great 
products in one!  Remove the turtle shell from scooter board for all those 
prone extension and upper extremity activities. With shell in place, it 
becomes a ride on toy stressing balance responses and working the 
lower extremities.  Kids will also have a great time using the turtle shells 
as something to sit on and think, or sit in and rock;  a spot to balance on 
and jump from; or a place to throw and drop bean bags.  With more than 
one, arrange shells as stepping stones for a stroll across the pond or 
form a turtle train!     Q8139  

Small play paraCHute
Small, 6’ diameter chute is perfect 

for use in small spaces.  Made of 
brightly colored, durable poly-stop 

material with 8 hand holds and 
reinforced mesh center for 

ample air flow.  Comes 
with one inflatable 
ball and a carry bag.  
A fun way to encour-
age cooperative play 
while building upper 
body strength, motor 
planning and timing.

Q5350  

SoCCer traIner
Incredible training aid for building kicking and 
balance skills. Inflate the 8 in. soccer ball 
(pump included), weight base with water or 
sand, and kick away! No more chasing kicked 
balls. You can stay with the child, assisting 
with weight shifting, aim 
or balance and not worry 
where the ball is going. 
Pull on the tether and 
it comes back to you. 
Great way for any kid 
to practice their kicking 
skills.  Q0562  
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Super moBIle Duffel
Very practical duffle on wheels gives you 4600 cubic inches (26” x 12.75” 
x 13.5”) into which you can place bulky toys and equipment, files, books, 
evaluation kits, your lunch and anything else you may need for a day of 
itinerant therapy. Made with durable polyester, push button retractable 
handle, recessed in-line skate wheel system and self repairing excel 
zippers. Large inner compartment with 8 smaller pockets for organizing 
smaller personal items and fine motor materials. A truly versatile piece 
for on the go therapy or travel. X6750   

foof
(Better than 
a Bean Bag 
Chair!)
The “Foo f ”  i s 
possibly the most 
comfortable chair 
anywhere. Pat-
ented urethane 
fill engulfs you 
in a soothing, 
body snuggling 
cushion of foam. 
Perfect place for 
quiet calm down activities for children and adults. Du-
rable, wear resistant cotton twill cover is double stitched. 
Sealed liner allows you remove cover for cleaning or use 
spot cleaner. Comes in a wide variety of colors:  pink, 
black, green, purple, navy, royal, orange, red, tan or 
yellow.  please specify color when ordering or royal 
blue or tan will be sent. 

Foof with
removable cover

Extra Cotton
Twill cover onlySize  dia   

XS    32”   t1280                                t1280C         
S      38”   t1281                  t1281C  
m     42”   t1282                  t1282C  
lg   48”   t1283                   t1283C  

mInI moBIle Duffel
Smaller than its big brother, but it may 
be a perfect size for you. Measures 22” 
x 11.75” x 11.5” with a total of 3100 cubic 
inches. Same great features as the larger 
bag, you just can’t fit as much stuff! If you 
are carrying too much, try scaling down 
by moving up to a “mini.” Also great for 
travel.           X6796   

alpHaBet 
markS tHe Spot
Large 4 ½ ft. square vi-

nyl mat features the 
letters of the alpha-
bet. Also comes with 
5 inflatable cubes 
illustrated with fa-
miliar objects, all 
starting with differ-

ent letters. Directions 
f o r eight different games are provided but the 
materials readily lend themselves to making up still more of your own 
creation.  “Jump to the 1st letter in dog”, “put a hand on the letter that 
comes before “R”, “touch 4 letters with your hands and feet that spell a 
word”. Mat and cubes wipe clean and fold up for easy storage. A very 
versatile piece of equipment for home, classroom or therapy clinic.  
                                                                         Q6073a  Discontinued 

plaSama Car
The sleek, aerodynamic design makes this irresistible 
to children! Simple to operate with no pedals, batter-

ies, chains or gears. Sit on the seat, place feet 
up on designated area, grab handle bars 
and twist them back and forth. With the 
use of some basic principles of physics, 
6 wheels and a child’s “wiggle power,” this 
car can really get moving! Made from state 
of the art ABS plastic, it will hold 120 lbs 
on a rough flat surface and much more on 
a smooth flat surface. So simple to oper-

ate success is just about guaranteed even by children with motor 
planning difficulties. Can also use as a “push with your feet” ride on 
toy. Approximately 36” long it comes fully assembled so children can 
ride immediately.   Q9226   

gyro wHeel
No more training wheels needed!  Kids will learn to ride 
a two-wheeler faster and safer with this patented, revo-
lutionary technology built right into this 12 inch wheel.  
An internal fly wheel in each gyro wheel acts like a gy-
roscope, sensing unbalanced biking and re-centering 
the bike under the rider’s weight when the bike starts to 
wobble.  Simply replaces the front wheel on most kids’ 
bikes.  Comes with easy on/off button, light and sound 
indicators, 3 stability settings to adjust as skills improve 
and built-in rechargeable batteries.  When powered off, 
Gyro Wheel behaves like a regular wheel.  They have 
reinvented the training wheel and kids, and their parents, 
will think its magic! Please specify black or white when 
ordering or black will be sent. See important note below.
                                                      Q8934  Discontinued 

** Please note: Due to the technology involved, this 
manufacturer does not permit returns - exchange 
only within 90 days if product is defective. Please 
review gyro video online at www.pfot.com 

Come on, join the SOS (Save our shoulders) ranks. Don’t you want to be 
able to play tennis, prune your roses, and lift your grandchildren after 
you retire? Get the bag off your shoulder and put it on 
wheels where it belongs! 
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